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Whether you're making a pint of sauerkraut or a peck of pickled peppers, The Joy of Pickling
provides all the tools for pickling success!"By working a special kind of magic on an abundance
of produce," Christopher Kimball writes in the foreword to this inspiring, comprehensive, and
eminently practical book, "Linda Ziedrich has transformed what might have become a lost art
into something both necessary and delightful."Putting up pickles is a time-honored technique for
preserving the harvest and getting the most out of fresh produce, whether you grow it yourself or
purchase it at the supermarket or farmers market. But pickling isn't just about preserving: It's a
way to create mouthwatering condiments and side dishes that add endless variety and loads of
big, vibrant flavors to the table. Making these salty, sour, sweet, and tangy treats isn't hard, as
long as you have this authoritative and user-friendly volume to guide you. This new edition
includes 50 brand-new recipes, many focused on the latest trend in pickling: fermentation. It
also includes:Pickles from all over the globe, from down-home American favorites to
adventuresome new ideas from Asia, the Middle East, and EuropeRecipes for canned and put-
up pickles and also for super-easy quick pickles for the fridge or freezerNew techniques for
preventing yeast and mold growths on fermented picklesRecipes for using pickled produce in
chutneys, salsas, relishes, and moreExpert safety guidance and tipsFrom Lower East Side Full-
Sour Dills to Cabbage and Radish Kimchi, Pickled Whole Watermelons to Quick Pickled Baby
Corn, the 300 recipes in The Joy of Pickling make the harvest last, deliciously and freshly, all
year round.

About the AuthorLinda Ziedrich is a certified Master Food Preserver and Master Gardener who
frequently teaches classes and performs demos on a range of preserving topics across the
Pacific Northwest. She is also the author of The Joy of Pickling, now in its third edition, and The
Joys of Jams, Jellies, and Other Sweet Preserves. She blogs at A Gardener's Table. She lives in
the Willamette Valley of Oregon.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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“My chutneys and kasaundies are, after all, connected to my nocturnal scribblings—by day
amongst the pickle-vats, by night within these sheets, I spend my time at the great work of
preserving. Memory, as well as fruit, is being saved from the corruption of the clocks.”—Salman
Rushdie, Midnight’s Children

ForewordI grew up on a small farm in the Green Mountains of Vermont and I remember stories of
the old days when the pace of life was quite different. Everything moved by horsepower, up and
down the main road. Mail was delivered by horse and buggy, and, in a tradition that continued
through the 1960s, the mailman on his morning rounds was known to help out with chores, like
checking the wood stove at Harry Skidmore’s place when nobody was home.When you needed
to find a good spot to dig a well you hired a dowser. He would cut off a forked branch from an
apple tree and hold it in front of him with arms crossed. The branch would pull downwards when



water was near. Frasier Mears, who did the dowsing in our town, talked to his rod as if it were
alive. “Tell me, Mr. Stick,” he would say, “how far is it?” Or “Tell me, Mr. Stick, is it deep?”Some of
our neighbors still remember when they saw their first car. Russell Baines didn’t see one until he
was eleven years old, but they weren’t good for much in those days. “If you could drive ten miles
and back without a flat,” he told me, “you bragged about it.” One farmer figured he could solve
the problem by putting rope in the tires so they would have something to run on. It worked fine
until the rope heated up from friction and burst into flames. A horse, by contrast, has always
been a more reliable means to get around. As Junior Bentley once said to me, concerning the
difference between tractors and horses, “On a cold morning, I always know that a horse is going
to start up.”In the 1950s, folks in our town were still picking dandelion, milkweed, and mustard,
still turning milk into cheese and butter. For meat, there was wild game and a hog or steer raised
out back—behind the chained beagle, who in the winter would be let loose just a half dozen
times or so for hunting rabbits.Since the growing season was so short, most everything was
preserved. Beef tongue was pickled, fruits were made into jams and fruit butters, and corn was
turned into succotash. Root vegetables were packed into crates and carried down to the cellar.It
is therefore with a great deal of admiration and enthusiasm that I first read The Joy of Pickling.
By working a special magic on an abundance of garden produce, Linda Ziedrich has
transformed what might have become a lost art into something both necessary and delightful.
Who wouldn’t head for the kitchen to make Spicy Crock Pickles, or Indian-Style Pickled
Cauliflower, or Limed Green Tomato Pickle? This is a book not just about saving money or
rescuing a surfeit of cucumbers and cherry tomatoes from the pitfalls of superabundance. It is
about applying simple methods to simple ingredients to produce tastes and textures that are
both unexpected and extraordinary. Even in an age marked by home kitchens used for reheating
instead of cooking, pickling is a thoroughly modern notion, one that requires little time and
expense and pays great dividends.It is my great hope that as we taste our first batch of half-
sours or Italian pickled raw eggplant, we will stand by the stove and recall the May planting; the
young sprouts shooting up from the cool soil; the long, slow maturing of the fruit through the hot
days of July and the cool nights of August; and, finally, the act of pickling itself—great crocks
filled with their sharp, briny liquid, just-picked vegetables submerged and ready to change into
something crisp and wonderful.For too many of us, our crop of memories is hardly worth
preserving, like a small, scarred fruit without a gardener and cook to see it through from simple
beginnings to ripe fruition. I often think that in cooking one can find all things: recollection,
experience, hope, nourishment, and a simple faith in providence. Pickling serves up crisp
memories, summer fruits and vegetables alive with the scent and taste of life’s possibilities.—
Christopher Kimball, host of PBS’s America’s Test Kitchen, founder of Cook’s Illustrated and
Cook’s Country magazines, and author of The Cook’s Bible, The Yellow Farmhouse Cookbook,
and The Dessert Bible

PrefaceNever a big pickle eater myself, I became inspired to write this book after my son Ben,



then about seven years old, developed a taste for cucumber pickles. I hesitated to buy the ones
in the grocery store, which were dyed and preserved with scary-sounding chemicals as well as
the usual salt and vinegar. I’d occasionally made pickles from farm-grown cucumbers, but truly
fresh ones were very hard to find. Although I kept a large vegetable garden, I had never grown
my own cucumbers. So I planted some. Soon I was pickling homegrown cukes, and our
abundant pears, plums, peppers, and beans as well.I didn’t get really interested in pickles,
though, until I started making the fermented kind. My husband and I are both endlessly intrigued
by the way invisible little creatures transform raw plant materials into wonderfully nourishing and
tasty foods; this must be part of the reason he makes beer and wine and I make about ten
pounds of bread every week. We relished the complex flavors of my home-brined pickles, each
batch a little different from the one before. I was amazed, too, to discover that cucumbers aren’t
the only foods suitable for brine-pickling; many other vegetables, and even some fruits, are
enhanced by this magical metamorphosis.Not all of my experiments were entirely successful,
though, for I had little guidance in learning the art of pickling. General preserving books gave
scant attention to pickles of any sort, and the one book then in print that was wholly devoted to
pickles concentrated on cucumbers. I wanted a more comprehensive book, on pickling all sorts
of produce and in all sorts of ways—by brining, with vinegar, and through unusual methods such
as Japanese miso and rice-bran pickling. My dream book started taking shape in my head,
coincidentally, about the time my first cookbook was published; I knew I’d soon have time for
another project. If I needed a good pickling book, I figured, other people would probably find one
helpful, too. I decided to write it for us.I began to study pickling by searching through old, out-of-
print books and, especially, ethnic cookbooks. In many parts of the world pickling is still a
commonplace household art, and travelers and nostalgic emigrants have taken pains to record
what they know of it. By comparing their accounts and trying their techniques, I began to piece
together the puzzles of pickling methods used halfway around the world. Some of the recipes
here are my renditions of traditional pickles; others are unique inventions, but even these are
based on methods that have stood the test of time.In Chapter 1 and in the text that introduces
each chapter, I explain how each pickling method works. Throughout the book, also, I try to
provide a sense of the range of possible variations for each traditional pickle. This approach, I
hope, will allow you to vary the recipes to suit your tastes without worrying that your pickle may
turn out bad-tasting or even unsafe to eat. (Before you get too creative, however, be sure to read
Chapter 1.)Friends and relatives helped me along the way. Ann Kaiser, Eleanor Thompson,
Michael Kim, Barbara Waterhouse, Jocelyn Wagner, Tom and Ann Orwick, Leslie Darland,
Dolores Ziedrich, and Roxanne McMillen gave me favorite pickle recipes. Muslehuddin and
Rafia Ansari, Irina Sheykova, Vladic Kasperchik, and Mei Ow Waterhouse told me about the
pickles their families make in their respective homelands. Sally White and Celestia Nelson lent
me precious old cookbooks, and Shawn White brought me a big box of quinces to pickle. Ann
and Rick Kaiser, Cheryl Ziedrich, Paul Smith, Matthew Cover, Mary Parkinson of the Albany
(Oregon) Democrat-Herald, and, especially, Robert, Ben, Rebecca, and Sam Waterhouse all



served as tasters. I thank them all.Food-preservation specialists also gave me invaluable
support. Judy Burridge, Linn County home economist for Oregon State University Extension,
was my teacher in an excellent Master Food Preservers’ course. Nellie Oehler, Lane County
home economist for Oregon State University Extension, and Kenneth Hall, Ph.D., professor
emeritus of food science at the University of Connecticut, provided their expert review of the
manuscript. I’m most grateful for their help.Finally, I thank the staff of The Harvard Common
Press, especially Bruce Shaw, Dan Rosenberg, Christine Alaimo, and Laura Christman, for their
resolute faith in the book and in me.Note to the Second EditionTen years after the original
publication of The Joy of Pickling, I have reviewed all of the recipes and made small changes
throughout the book, usually with the goal of greater clarity. I have also added twenty-five new
recipes, including eight for relishes, because of their great popularity, and several for quick
pickles, which appeal especially to hurried cooks and those lacking in space and equipment.
New to this edition, also, are many bits of historical, nutritional, and miscellaneous information
about pickling that I couldn’t resist sharing with readers.I thank Valerie Cimino and Karen Wise
for their gracious and thoughtful editing of this second edition, and all the staff of The Harvard
Common Press for their devoted attention to the production and marketing of the book. I also
thank all the readers of the first edition who took the time to write or call me to share their
pickling recipes, stories, questions, and suggestions.Note to the Third EditionI am gratified that
the continued popularity of The Joy of Pickling, and the surge of interest in pickling itself, has
convinced The Harvard Common Press to let me once more expand and improve this book. To
help satisfy the intense curiosity of many of my readers—some of whom have started pickling
businesses—I’ve enhanced the theoretical information in the book and listed more technical
resources in the bibliography. I’ve improved some of the recipes and added fifty-some new ones.
The new recipes range from small-batch refrigerator pickles to mason-jar kraut variations to
fermented whole cabbages and watermelons.I thank the many people who have shared ideas
and information that I’ve used in preparing this edition, including Rose Marie Nichols McGee, of
Nichols Garden Nursery; Thomas Peter, of Crisp & Co.; Ken Albala, of the University of the
Pacific and the Cult of Pre-Pasteurian Preservation and Food Preparation; Sharon Wiest, of the
Culinary Center at Lincoln City, Oregon; David Karp, of the Agricultural Experiment Station at the
University of California, Riverside; Todd Wehner, of North Carolina State University; Gwen
Schock Cowherd; Sheila Langer; Sylvie Rowand; Bobby McGovern; Cristina Nicoara; Jennifer
Burns Bright; Russel Koch; Deb Skinner; Holly Dumont; Virginia Johnson; Robert Waterhouse;
Cristie Holliday; Rebecca Waterhouse; David Buchanan; and everyone who has thoughtfully
commented about pickles on my blog.Please feel free to contact me through my website, .

1Pickler’s PrimerRead This First!Pickling PrinciplesSaltsVinegarsLemon and Lime
JuiceWaterAromaticsFirming AgentsWeighing ProduceBowls and PotsCanning Your
PicklesBoiling-Water ProcessingLow-Temperature PasteurizationStoring PicklesIn Corvallis,
Oregon, Chinese scientists arriving for a two-week stay open suitcases full of pickles and dry



noodles. In Hyderabad, India, pickle heaven for many, a Japanese businessman travels with a
heavy bag of pickles from home. In Knoxville, Tennessee, a Yugoslav friend takes offense when I
turn down one of her brined cucumber pickles until she tells me they are homemade, as
essential to her transplanted life as slivovitz is to her husband’s. Big kosher dills at the county
fair, little dishes of fire on a Korean table, Middle Eastern turnips dyed scarlet with beet juice,
intensely sour cornichons with French pâté—pickles come in a great variety of forms and flavors,
sometimes mystifying or repellent to strangers. But people everywhere are passionate about the
pickles of home, pickles that somehow represent satisfaction and safety.In an age when fresh
produce is flown around the world, so that few must survive the winter on preserved foods,
pickles still retain their power of enticement. Salt and vinegar not only preserve foods, after all,
but they sharpen flavors, and salt firms the texture of watery vegetables. The brine of fermenting
pickles is as wonderfully aromatic as baking bread; in eastern Europe and elsewhere, pickle
brine is a drink, a soup stock, and a skin conditioner. Pickle brine can purify vegetables of
microorganisms that might make us sick. Besides preserving nutrients, fermentation can actually
increase them. For those of us who raise our own food, pickling with salt brine or vinegar is still
an excellent way to provide for our families through the seasons. And, since pickles travel well,
they can serve as familiar, safe sustenance on short or long journeys.Pickling is an international
art with many schools, but the basic methods have been with us a long time. As early as 1000
b.c. in the Middle East, people were preserving crabapples, pears, plums, onions, and walnuts in
vinegar and spices. Caesar’s soldiers ate vinegar pickles, as did Cleopatra, who believed they
made her more beautiful. The Romans taught people throughout western Europe how to make
vinegar pickles, and western Europeans brought this skill to America.The practice of making
pickles by fermentation—souring through the action of microorganisms—evolved further east.
Laborers constructing the Great Wall of China in the third century b.c. were given mixed
fermented pickles as part of their food rations. Later, the Tartars spread a taste for fermented
pickles throughout eastern Europe, where brined cabbage and other fermented vegetables are
still daily fare. Germany, on the culinary divide between east and west, still favors brined and
vinegar pickles about equally.In southern lands, such as India, pickles fermented in the usual
ways generally didn’t catch on, since vegetables tend to spoil when brined at high temperatures.
Indian pickles make use of some or all of various natural preservatives: not only vinegar or citrus
juice (in minimal amounts) and salt, but also sunshine, for its antiseptic as well as evaporative
properties; spices; oil, to help the seasonings adhere to the fruits and vegetables and to seal out
air; and sugar.In the Far East, where vinegar was made from rice wine instead of grape wine or
hard cider, vinegar pickles came to share popularity with fermented pickles. Pickle preferences
vary greatly from one Asian region to the next, however. Koreans, who may eat more pickles
than any other people in the world, ferment most of theirs, although their famous pickled garlic is
preserved with vinegar and soy sauce. The Japanese salt vegetables, too, but usually eat them
before fermentation gets under way. They also pickle vegetables by immersing them in salty
fermented foods—miso, fermented rice bran, and soy sauce.In the United States and England,



new sorts of pickles grew popular as imperialism supplied cheap cane sugar and trade with Asia
brought new culinary ideas. Fruits were put up with vinegar, sugar, and spices, in a sort of cross
between a preserve and a pickle. Chutneys, ketchups, and chowchows, all relishes with Asian
roots, were transformed into ever more sugary concoctions.In the meantime, brined pickles were
also becoming part of American cuisine. German immigrants began teaching other Americans to
make sauerkraut even before 1700. Later, in the late 1800s and early 1900s, immigrants from
eastern Europe shared their taste for fermented cucumbers.Before pickle jars could be
hermetically sealed, fresh pickles were made with undiluted vinegar, and many pickles were
further preserved with sugar and long cooking. Oil was often added to the top of the pickle jar to
keep air out. Fermented cucumber pickles were made with a very strong brine, stored in the
cellar, and then soaked for days in fresh water before they became edible. Sauerkraut was
stored in cool cellars or outdoors to slow fermentation through the winter.After home canning
came into fashion, a new sort of pickle arose. Stored in vacuum-sealed jars, vegetables could
keep for a long time in a dilute vinegar solution, even if salt and sugar were omitted entirely.
Home canning reached a peak during World War II, when the U.S. government commandeered
40 percent of commercial pickle output for the armed forces. Extension agents promoted food
preservation along with Victory Gardens, even going so far as to divert steel from the munitions
industry to pressure-canner production. “Novice canners using shoddy wartime equipment also
produced a record number of disasters,” writes Harvey Levenstein (Paradox of Plenty, 1993).
“Innumerable stoves were ruined, kitchens were splattered, and victims were hospitalized with
severe burns, cuts, and botulism.” If U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) guidelines today
seem to be based on the assumption that the typical home canner won’t follow half of them, this
history should explain the government’s conservatism. Actually, even after their boiling-water
baths, USDA-style pickles generally taste much fresher than their nineteenth-century
predecessors.What’s So Funny about Pickles?I don’t know why, but something about the word
pickle makes people laugh. The word seems especially amusing to French speakers, for whom
picoler means “to drink a lot of cheap wine.” Picoler comes from piccolo—Italian for “small” or
“humble”—a term applied to Sangiovese of lesser quality and to the light, sweet, cheap wine
that was long made in Argenteuil, outside of Paris, and served in taverns along the Seine. In the
eighteenth century, you could pay by the hour to drink in these taverns.Pickling PrinciplesThere
are two basic kinds of pickles: those preserved with vinegar (or, occasionally, lemon or lime juice
or citric acid) and those preserved with salt. Vinegar pickles, also called fresh pickles because
they aren’t fermented, usually contain salt as well. Likewise, fermented pickles, which are always
made with salt, sometimes include vinegar.Although salt is not an essential ingredient in canned
fresh pickles, a pickle is hardly a pickle without salt. By drawing off excess liquid from vegetables
and fruits, salt firms their texture and concentrates their flavors. Salt also balances the flavor of
the finished pickle, though the right flavor balance is a matter for each pickler to decide.Most
pickles made with salt are fermented. Others, like Japanese pressed pickles, are only briefly salt-
cured and therefore won’t keep long, especially if they’re not refrigerated. Fermented pickles



keep longer for the same reason vinegar pickles do: They are acidic.Fermented pickles fall into
two categories: dry-salted and brined. Sauerkraut is a dry-salted pickle; when mixed with salt,
shredded cabbage makes its own brine, even before the cabbage is pressed or weighted. The
brine protects the cabbage from air. Other pickles are made with a premixed brine: The salt is
dissolved in enough water to cover the vegetables. In both dry-salted and brined pickles, salt
helps control the fermentation process.In general terms, fermentation is a controlled
decomposition of food, involving yeasts, molds, or bacteria in an aerobic or anaerobic process.
Whereas bread, beer, and wine making involve yeast fermentation, brine pickling involves
fermentation by bacteria (although yeasts are usually present, too). The bacteria break apart
sugars to create acid—mainly lactic acid—which for some weeks or months preserves the food
in its partially decomposed form. This process is mainly anaerobic: The microorganisms that
initiate it produce carbon dioxide, which replaces the oxygen in the pickling crock.Vegetables
crowded into a crock together will ferment with or without salt. Without the proper salt
concentration, however, enzymes may soften the vegetables, and the wrong microorganisms
may predominate, causing off-flavors or even putrefaction. Even without these problems,
fermentation without salt is likely to progress too quickly, so that the vegetables never get sour
enough to keep well for very long, and the seasonings haven’t enough time to work their magic.
The right amount of salt fosters the right progression of bacterial activity that produces firm,
delicious pickles.Why Call It a Pickle?Considering the etymology of the word pickle launches
you backward through time to imagine an early Indo-European who watches a bird pecking at
seeds and utters a sound to match the action. English words related to pickle are beak, the
bird’s tool; peck, the bird’s action; pick, a similar action performed by a human, or a tool used to
perform a similar action; prick, a similar action that pierces; peak, the shape of a beak, upside-
down; and piquant, sharp or stinging. Spanish has related words that are similar to these, plus
picarse, to sour; picadillo, hash; picador, a person who pricks a bull with a lance; pícaro, a rogue;
and picazón, an itch. Pickles, then, are foods that prick the taste buds.Just as vinegar pickles
usually contain salt, fermented pickle brines often include some vinegar, partially for its flavor
and partially to discourage the growth of the wrong microorganisms before fermentation gets
under way. Too much vinegar, however, stops fermentation completely.SaltsThroughout this
book, I call for “pickling salt.” This is simply fine, pure granulated sodium chloride. In
supermarkets, it’s sold in four-pound boxes as “canning and pickling salt.” When sold in bulk, it’s
often labeled “sea salt.” Since the use of the term sea salt is unregulated, however, you may see
it on supermarket bins that actually contain table salt. Table salt often contains potassium iodide,
a nutrient, and dextrose, a stabilizer, and it always contains chemicals that prevent caking, such
as calcium silicate, sodium silicoaluminate, tricalcium phosphate, magnesium carbonate, silicon
dioxide, and yellow prussiate of soda. You can identify table salt by stirring a little into a glass of
water; it won’t dissolve completely, but will form a whitish haze and sediment. The white stuff
can’t make you sick, but it can muddy your pickling liquid. Potassium iodide, the extra ingredient
in iodized salt, can darken your pickles.Kosher salt—also pure sodium chloride—is often used



for pickling. Because its flakes are larger, and therefore less densely packed, than the crystals of
pickling salt, you need a greater volume of kosher salt if you’re substituting it for pickling salt. In
the case of Morton kosher salt, the only brand common in my region, you’ll need about 20
percent more. Diamond kosher salt is much coarser still.In recent years, many picklers have
come to prefer unrefined salts, such as the gray salt of Brittany. These salts, too, are often
coarse. To make it easier for you to substitute coarse salt for fine, I’ve specified weight as well as
volume for larger quantities of salt in the recipes. For instructions on converting smaller salt
quantities, see Chapter 2, here. But remember that precision is important only with fermented
pickles; vinegar pickles can be salted to taste.A disadvantage of any coarse salt is that it is slow
to dissolve. To make a brine with coarse salt, you may have to heat the water and salt together.
This is why many pickling recipes call for heating a brine and then cooling it before pouring it
over vegetables. Because I use fine salt, I simply stir the salt into cold water. You can forego
heating your brine if you use Morton kosher salt; you’ll just need to stir a little longer. With
coarser salt, however, you may have to add the heating and cooling steps.Cucumber Varieties
for PicklingAmerican: These short, blocky, knobby cucumbers, sometimes called Kirby, come in
many varieties—some dark green and some light, some with black spines and some with white,
and from generally disease-resistant plants. But American cucumbers of all varieties look and
taste more or less alike. Although they make good gherkins—little cucumber pickles—at 1 to 2
inches, they are typically pickled at 3 to 5 inches long. You can leave them whole, slice them
crosswise for bread-and-butters or lengthwise for tongue pickles, or cut them into spears. When
American picklers grow longer than about 5 inches, though, they become watery and seedy.
Seed the big ones before cutting them into chunks for pickles.Cornichons: These very spiny but
wart-free European cucumbers are generally skinny, with small seed cavities and tiny seeds.
Seed catalogs say that the more slender varieties should be harvested at 1 to 2 inches long, but
I find they make excellent pickles at up to 6 inches long, and even longer cornichons can be
sliced for bread-and-butters. The tiny prickles come off easily with a light rubbing and are mostly
absent on larger cornichons. The skins are thin, which means you should begin processing
cornichons within a day of picking them. Of these varieties, I have mostly grown Cornichon de
Bourbonne, but the food writer William Woys Weaver says the best is Cornichon Vert Petit de
Paris. A thicker, German variety that I’ve enjoyed is Vorgebirgstrauben.Asian pickling
cucumbers: These long, slender cucumbers belong to the same species, Cucumis sativus, as
American and European cucumbers but have less of a tendency to grow bitter and so are very
good in salads. Most Asian varieties have small seed cavities and are also excellent for making
bread-and-butter and chunk pickles. I like the ridged varieties, such as China Hybrid, for the
zigzag edges of the slices. Trellis these varieties if you want straight fruits.Persian cucumbers:
With thin, smooth skins and good flavor, and only 4 to 8 inches long at their best, these Cucumis
sativus varieties thrive in warm, dry climates. They are sometimes called Beit Alpha cucumbers,
after an Israeli kibbutz where farmers crossed traditional cucumbers of the area with English and
Dutch varieties for seedlessness and with Asian and American varieties for disease resistance.



In recent years, Persian cucumbers have grown greatly popular in Southern California and
beyond. I have yet to experiment much with them, but some of my readers tell me they make
good pickles, even fermented pickles.West Indian gherkins (Cucumis Anguria): Native to Africa,
not the West Indies, and also known as burr cucumbers or burr gherkins, these are small, prickly
fruits that grow on watermelon-like plants. They are very good for Sweet Gherkin Pickles,
provided you pick them just before they reach full size, when they become tough and seedy.
West Indian gherkins were popular for pickling in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; in
fact, authors of nineteenth-century gherkin recipes likely had these fruits in mind.Mexican sour
gherkins (Melothria scabra): Also known as sanditas, “little watermelons,” in Spanish and as
“mouse melons” in various languages, these 1-inch-long fruits look like tiny striped watermelons.
Mildly tart straight from the vine, they are delicious pickled whole (see the recipes shown here
and also here). Since Melothria scabra is perennial in its native Mexico and Central America, it
may overwinter in the ground in warmer climates; in cooler climates you can dig and store the
roots.Another possible disadvantage of unrefined salts is that they contain impurities such as
clay, which could cloud a brine. A cloudy brine is inevitable, however, when you’re fermenting
pickles. And mineral impurities in unrefined salt might actually help firm your pickles. According
to Harold Magee (2004, shown here), “The use of unrefined sea salt improves crispness thanks
to its calcium and magnesium impurities, which help cross-link and reinforce cell-wall pectins.”
Pickling with unrefined salt, then, may be a good idea if your water is soft.What’s a Kirby
Cucumber?Norval E. Kirby, a partner in the Philadelphia seed company I. N. Simon and Son,
was walking through a field of cucumbers in about 1920 when he found what to his eye was the
perfect plant—a vigorous, prolific, and early bearer of dark green, white-spined, cylindrical 7-
inch fruits. From this plant, according to a 1921 ad in Long Island Agriculturist, the company bred
the “wonder of the Cucumber family,” Kirby’s Stays Green. For decades it remained a market
gardener’s favorite. Presumably most of the fruits were sold half-grown, at 3 to 5 inches,
because many people still refer to any American-style short pickling cucumber as a
Kirby.VinegarsThroughout this book, I assume you will use vinegar that is approximately 4- to 6-
percent acetic acid, or 40 to 60 grain. Commercial vinegars made in the United States are all
standardized within this range. In some of the recipes I specify a particular desired percentage.
Among these vinegars, you have several types from which to choose:Distilled white vinegar is
fermented from a solution of pure alcohol (it’s the alcohol, not the vinegar, that is distilled) and
usually diluted to 5-percent acidity. This vinegar tends to have a harsh, uninteresting flavor,
although Thomas Peter, founder of Crisp & Company, has compared various brands and found
some better-tasting than others. In the United States, distilled white vinegar is usually made from
corn liquor.Distilled white vinegar is the most popular vinegar for pickling in the United States,
because it doesn’t darken pickled foods and, more important, it’s cheap. Because of its harsh
flavor, though, I generally use it only in pickles that are very sweet or that contain other strong
tastes to balance the vinegar (I also use it for cleaning windows and floors).In some countries,
very strong “vinegar” may not be vinegar at all but acetic acid synthesized from natural gas or



petroleum derivatives and then diluted.Cider vinegar is fermented from hard cider, which is
apple juice whose sugars have been fermented into alcohol. This vinegar has a golden color and
a mellow flavor, although the quality will vary somewhat depending on how the vinegar was
made. The traditional pickling medium of early Americans and their English ancestors, cider
vinegar can be used whenever you’re unconcerned about the fruit or vegetable darkening a bit.
When I call for cider vinegar in this book, I assume you’ll use vinegar that is 5-percent acid.Apple
cider–flavored vinegar is now common in supermarkets, some of which sell only this fake cider
vinegar. Distilled white vinegar with flavorings and colorings added, it is priced a little cheaper
than real cider vinegar. I can’t say this stuff tastes bad, because I haven’t tried it, but I hope you
don’t succumb to the marketing ploy.Wine vinegar is the traditional pickling medium of France,
Italy, Spain, and other countries where wine grapes are grown in great quantity. Wine vinegar is
used full strength for cornichons à cru and similar fresh pickles preserved without sugar or
pasteurization. Like cider vinegars, wine vinegars vary in quality, but all tend to be sweeter and
mellower than any distilled vinegar. Unfortunately, supermarkets generally sell wine vinegar only
in small, expensive bottles, but you may be able to find an economical gallon jug in a Middle
Eastern grocery or a restaurant-supply store.Check That Vinegar LabelIn the United States,
pickle recipes are nearly always written for vinegar of 5-percent acidity, whether this is specified
or not, and until recently cider and distilled vinegars sold in the United States were dependably
diluted to 5-percent acetic acid. Recently, however, some manufacturers have been selling
distilled vinegar, cider vinegar, and even wine vinegar diluted to 4-percent acetic acid, the
minimum acidity required to meet the Food and Drug Administration’s “standard of identity” for
vinegar. These manufacturers are staying within the law while hoping consumers won’t notice
the change.White wine vinegar isn’t the only wine vinegar suitable for pickling. Splash a little red
wine vinegar into a crock of brined pickles; the color won’t be noticeable, and you may like the
subtle effect of this full-flavored vinegar on the taste (a little vinegar may also prevent the growth
of “bad” microorganisms before the “good” ones get going). In beet and prune pickles, red wine
vinegar enhances both color and flavor. French cooks like red wine vinegar so much that they
often pickle cornichons in it, despite its graying effect.For its special flavor, you can even use
dark, sweet balsamic vinegar in some pickles. Balsamic vinegar is usually standardized at 6-
percent acid, whereas other commercial wine vinegars are usually 5-percent acid (although my
favorite brand of white wine vinegar, from Italy, is labeled as 7-percent acid).Rice vinegar is the
traditional vinegar of the Far East. Mild in flavor, it comes in white, brown, red, and
black.Japanese white rice vinegar, made from polished rice, is the kind you’ll find in regular
supermarkets. This vinegar is usually sold in small, rather expensive bottles, often with added
sugar and salt. Some Asian groceries, however, carry more economically priced gallon jugs,
without additives. Japanese rice vinegar is standardized at 4.0- to 4.3-percent acid. The most
common brand, Marukan, has an acidity of 4.3 percent, the level the company considers perfect
for sushi.How to Substitute 4.3-Percent Rice Vinegar for 5-Percent Cider or Distilled
VinegarFirst, multiply the volume of 5-percent vinegar in the original recipe by 1.16 (because 5.0



divided by 4.3 equals 1.1627906). The result is the volume of 4.3-percent vinegar needed in
your revised recipe.Second, subtract the volume of 5-percent vinegar in the original recipe from
the volume of 4.3-percent vinegar in your revised recipe. Reduce the volume of water in the
revised recipe by this amount.The milder flavor of Japanese rice vinegar—as compared to cider
vinegar, wine vinegar, or, especially, distilled vinegar—results not only from its lower acidity but
also from its balanced complexity. This complexity may stem from its biologically complicated
manufacture: Aspergillus oryzae, a kind of mold, is added to steamed rice and water to convert
the starch in the rice to sugar. As in wine and beer making, sugar-loving yeasts in the genus
Saccharomyces convert the sugar to alcohol. The product is sake, but this sake isn’t for drinking.
Over a period of thirty days, in the traditional method, Acetobacter bacteria turn the sake to
vinegar. Through this carefully controlled process, rice vinegar ends up containing not only
acetic acid but also amino acids, citric acid, and other minor components.Other kinds of rice
vinegars are available in Asian markets. Brown rice vinegar is made from unpolished rice. Red
rice vinegar, a Chinese specialty, is made from rice cultivated with the mold Monascus
purpureus. Black rice vinegar is another Chinese specialty, usually made with black glutinous
rice.Because of its milder flavor, many people prefer rice vinegar to other types. To use it in
recipes calling for 5-percent vinegar, see here.Malt vinegar, fermented from sprouted barley, is
the sharp but pleasant brown vinegar used in English pub–style onions. It became popular in
Britain as a cheap by-product of the brewing industry. Today malt vinegar is easier to find in the
United States than it used to be; Four Monks distributes it to supermarkets in gallon jugs as well
as small glass bottles. Malt vinegar is typically diluted to 5-percent acid.You may find other kinds
of vinegar, such as pineapple or coconut, in ethnic groceries. Feel free to experiment with these
and the vinegars described here provided you check their acidity. For recipes in this book in
which the pickles are to be either canned or stored at room temperature without canning, use
vinegar that is at least 5-percent acid. Within this limit, there is no danger in changing the type of
vinegar in a recipe.Beware, though, of reducing the proportion of vinegar to water in a recipe for
pickles to be either canned or stored at room temperature without canning. This would lessen
the acidity of the pickle, perhaps making it unsafe to eat.Making Pickles with Homemade
VinegarTo pickle with homemade vinegar—made from apples, grapes, or any other fruit—you
must first determine the acetic acid content of your vinegar. You do this through a process called
titration. If you have taken a basic college chemistry class, this shouldn’t be difficult.The
equipment and supplies—a graduated 100- or 250-milliliter cylinder, a graduated 10-millilter
pipette, a 250-millimeter buret and stand, a 250-millimeter flask, distilled water, a
phenolphthalein indicator solution, and .2N sodium hydroxide—together cost about $120, or
less if you choose plastic instead of glassware. The chemicals are available at supply shops for
beer brewing and wine making, and the glassware from science suppliers.Here are the steps in
titration:1. Bring some distilled water to a boil to drive off any carbon dioxide. You’ll need a little
less than 1/2 cup water per test. Measure 100 milliliters of water in a graduated cylinder. Then
pour the water into a small flask.2. Draw 5 milliliters vinegar into a pipette—a glass tube with a



very narrow opening at the bottom and a wider one at the top. You can draw up the fluid either by
putting the top of the tube in your mouth and sucking or by using a rubber bulb made for the
purpose. Then put your finger firmly over the top opening, and check the fluid level. Do you have
a little more than 5 millimeters? If so, lift your finger to drain a bit out. Because the pipette is so
skinny, this is a very precise way of measuring.3. Hold the pipette over the flask of water, and lift
your finger to let the vinegar drain out. Add three drops of phenolphthalein indicator solution.4.
Now use the buret—a graduated glass tube, on a stand, with a small lower aperture and a
stopcock. Pour the .2N sodium hydroxide into the buret to near the top of the numbered scale
(be careful—sodium hydroxide is very corrosive).5. See how the surface of the fluid in the buret
curves, like a contact lens? This curve is called a meniscus. Record the number at the bottom of
the meniscus.6. Now turn the stopcock so the base solution in the buret slowly drips into the
indicator solution while, with your other hand, you swirl the flask. As each drop of base solution
falls into the flask, a spot of pink may briefly appear. As you continue adding the base solution,
the pinkness will take a little longer to dissipate. Add the drops slowly, and keep swirling. As
soon as the liquid in the flask turns a uniform pale pink, stop adding drops. If you wait for the fluid
to turn hot pink you’ll have gone too far, and your results won’t be accurate.7. Record the level of
the fluid remaining in the buret. Then record the difference between this number and the one you
recorded in step 5.8. Divide the difference by 4.16. The result is the percentage of acetic acid in
your sample.9. To ensure accuracy, repeat the titration, preferably twice.If the percentage of
acetic acid in your vinegar is 5.0 or a little higher, you can use the vinegar in canning recipes
with no further calculations.If you dispense your own vinegar in a natural foods store, be aware
that the vinegar may not be pasteurized. Unpasteurized vinegar may develop a “mother,” a slimy,
whitish mass that appears at the top of the vinegar and eventually sinks to the bottom. This is
harmless. To halt the biological activity in unpasteurized vinegar, bring it to a boil before using
it.Lemon and Lime JuiceIn only a few recipes in this book is citrus juice the main acidifier, but
people so often ask me about lemon and lime juice in preserving that I feel I must address the
question here. Why, home preservers want to know, do USDA preserving recipes calling for
lemon or lime juice specify that the juice should come from a bottle? To discerning cooks, citrus
juice made from concentrate and preserved with sulfites doesn’t taste quite like the real thing,
and to people sensitive to sulfites these products pose a possible health hazard. Extension
agents explain that lemons vary in their acidity and that bottled lemon juice does not. The first
part of that statement is true, and the second may be, but the important question is whether
lemons and limes are always at least as acidic as bottled citrus juice. In fact, they are. The FDA
requires bottled lemon juice to have a titratable acidity of at least 4.5 percent. Through dozens of
studies, California lemons (Eureka and Lisbon) have been found to range in acidity from 4.53
percent to 7.42 percent, and Florida lemons from 4.79 to 5.32 percent. Lemons grown
elsewhere in the world have tested as even more acidic, and never less. Citrus latifolia—the
Bearss, Persian, or Tahiti lime—is about as acidic as a lemon, 5 to 8 percent. C. aurantifolia—the
Mexican, West Indian, Key, or bartenders’ lime—tends to be more acidic, 7 to 8 percent. So feel



free to use fresh-squeezed juice whenever recipes in this book or elsewhere call for bottled
lemon juice. Substituting lime juice for lemon juice should always be safe as well.Growing and
Harvesting CucumbersYou can start cucumbers in the ground, after the soil has warmed, or
indoors a little earlier. Either way, you may want to stagger your plantings to fool the cucumber
beetles, if these disease-spreading, 1/4-inch-long striped or spotted insects infest your garden.I
like to plant my cucumbers in hills—that is, clusters of two or three plants each—rather than in
rows, which tend to spread until there is no place left to walk. I never trellis my plants, since I
have more garden space than carpentry skill, but long varieties may grow straighter if the vines
can climb.Water your cucumber plants regularly to avoid bitter or hollow fruits, but don’t keep the
soil soaked.Harvest cucumbers at least every other day. Even with this schedule, you’ll find
overgrown fruits, since young cucumbers are very adept at hiding. The big ones can be seeded
for salads or “sunshine” pickles (see here). Harvest your cucumbers just before watering, not
after. Cleaning mud from between tiny spines is aggravating work; besides, if you’re fermenting
your cucumbers you don’t want to end up scrubbing off all the good bacteria. Mulching with
straw will keep your cucumbers cleaner.Pick your cucumbers with a little bit of stem attached, if
possible; this may be easiest to do with a small knife. Leaving a bit of stem helps to keep them
from shriveling, and many people think the stem makes an attractive little handle for a pickle.
Brush off any remaining blossoms as you pick, because they can cause softening.If you can’t
process your cucumbers immediately, keep them in a cool place. If the only cool place is the
refrigerator, put the cucumbers in lightweight plastic bags in a vegetable drawer to help keep
them from drying out.Keep in mind, though, that Meyer lemon juice is not an acceptable
substitute when lemon juice is the main acid in a pickle. The Meyer is not actually a lemon; it’s a
cross between a lemon and an orange. The Meyer’s acidity can be as low as 2.4 percent.I’ve
never tasted a sweet lime, C. limettioides, but I’m told that this fruit is now being sold in the
United States. Like the Meyer lemon, the sweet lime is low in acid and so should not be used for
preserving.What’s Your Pickle’s pH?Pickles, both fresh and fermented, are preserved primarily
by their acidity, which can be measured according to pH. Pure water has a neutral pH, about 7.0.
More acidic substances have lower pHs; more alkaline substances have higher pHs. To prevent
the germination of Clostridium botulinum spores, food that is to be stored in airtight containers
must be acidified to pH 4.6 or lower. Pickles are normally acidified within a range of 2.6 to 4.0.If
you’re not sure you have followed a pickling recipe correctly—if, say, you have added only half of
the vinegar or used apple cider instead of apple cider vinegar—you can test the pH of one jar
after the acid in the liquid has equilibrated with the vegetables or fruit—that is, after the acidity
has become consistent throughout the ingredients of the jar. This takes about three weeks.To
test the pH of fresh or fermented pickles before they’re stored, suggests Kenneth Hall, professor
emeritus of food science at the University of Connecticut, puree the contents of one jar in a
blender. For both fresh and fermented pickles, the pH should be no higher than 4.0. Some
people use litmus paper from the drugstore for testing pH, but for better accuracy I recommend
pH meters, which are available from merchants who specialize in scientific instruments.WaterIf



your water tastes good and doesn’t make you sick, it is probably suitable for pickling. Hard water
—that is, water relatively high in calcium and magnesium—might actually improve the texture of
your pickles. Water that stains a toilet and sink with iron deposits, however, might discolor your
pickles. Highly chlorinated water, too, can be problematic.If your water is very high in iron, boil
the water and let it sit for 24 hours. Skim off the scum, and then ladle off water for pickling from
the top of the container, leaving any sediment undisturbed.Most public water supplies in the
United States are treated with chlorine. I have fermented pickles in chlorinated water many
times, without a problem. But if your water comes from the tap smelling like a public swimming
pool, the water may contain enough chlorine to delay the fermentation of brined pickles. Boiling
the water for at least 2 minutes will vaporize the chlorine. Let the water cool overnight before
combining it with the vegetables.AromaticsSpices are sold in every supermarket, but some
traditional pickling spices, such as juniper berries and mace (the dried aromatic skin of the
nutmeg seed), are usually missing from the shelves and may even be hard to find in natural
foods stores or gourmet shops. You can leave out the juniper berries and substitute slivers of
nutmeg for the mace, or you can buy hard-to-find spices from a mail-order catalog or Internet
source.Spices used in pickling may be whole, crushed, or ground. Although whole spices look
attractive in pickle jars, they are often used only during brining or heating, and then removed and
discarded. Otherwise, the spices might darken the pickle over time, and their flavors might
become overwhelming. For these reasons, whole spices are often tied in a spice bag or piece of
cheesecloth, which can easily be removed before the pickles are put into jars. You can make
spice bags from unbleached muslin or buy some from Internet sources. Unless you’re using very
small seeds, such as celery seeds, a scrap of good cheesecloth tied securely around the spices
works just as well.When I call for crushed spices, I mean that you should smash them with the
side of a knife blade or pound them briefly in a mortar. The purpose is to crack them so they’ll
release their flavors faster, without grinding them to dust. This technique is very useful in making
quick pickles.Ground spices are used only when there is no concern about their clouding the
pickling liquid—in thick relishes, for example, or Indian pickles. Since ground spices go stale
rather quickly, especially if they’re exposed to heat or sunlight, I recommend buying whole
spices and grinding them yourself as you need them, in a spice grinder, coffee grinder, or
mortar.Although some people prefer to select just a few flavorings for each batch of pickles,
others like the indefinable spiciness imbued by a blend of many aromatics. Commercial pickling
spice mixtures vary, but they typically include a dozen or more flavorings. Whether you use a
commercial blend or make your own (see the recipe shown here), be careful when measuring
from the mixture, since little seeds such as dill and mustard will tend to fall to the bottom, and big
ones such as allspice will tend to rise to the top.The only leaves included in American pickling
spice mixtures are Mediterranean bay, but you can add other aromatic leaves to your crock if you
have them handy. Black currant and sour cherry leaves are traditional in eastern Europe (a
Ukrainian I know says they are antiseptic as well as aromatic, and sour cherry leaves may also
help firm pickles).Dill is one spice—and herb—that you should try to grow yourself. The seeds



look prettiest when they are still attached to the heads—compound umbels, each like a bouquet
of little umbrellas—and they taste mild and fresh before they dry out. The feathery leaves are
milder still. Especially in rural areas, some stores occasionally sell uprooted dill plants, but these
are often old and shriveled, and they may be unavailable when you want them. To guarantee a
supply of fresh dill throughout the cucumber harvest, plant some before the last spring frost
date, and plant more every few weeks until midsummer.If you have no fresh dill handy when it’s
time to make pickles, you can substitute dried dill seeds for the fresh umbels. Dill umbels differ
greatly in size; as a rule of thumb, though, one teaspoon of dried dill seeds will substitute for one
dill umbel.Mustard seeds come in two types: yellow or white (Sinapis alba) and black or brown
(Brassica nigra). American and European picklers have traditionally used yellow mustard seeds;
Indians generally favor the more pungent but less bitter black mustard seeds, which they
sometimes grind. You can easily grind mustard seeds with a spice grinder or coffee
grinder.Peppers not only star in numerous pickling recipes, but they also play compelling minor
roles in many others. I often call for small dried hot peppers, the Japanese (japonés, hontaka)
type that are sold in both Mexican and Asian markets or chiles de árbol, which are hotter and
also strikingly elongated. To extract the heat from a dried pepper faster, break it in half, slit it
lengthwise, or crumble it. Crushed red pepper flakes—dried peppers crumbled with their seeds
—decorate a pickle with bright red speckles. But be careful; crushed red pepper flakes can pack
more heat than you might expect.Some pickles require ground dried hot pepper. In most cases I
call for cayenne, since cayenne is the term usually used on containers of ground hot red pepper
in supermarket spice sections. Typically, these powders are very hot. You can instead use a less
incendiary sort. The ground dried red pepper sold in Korean markets (koch’u karu or gochugaru)
is generally much milder, and this is the pepper I prefer for kimchi, usually in the coarser rather
than the finer grind. Mexican markets and even Mexican sections of supermarkets often stock
pepper powders that are comparable to the Korean kind.Mixed Pickling SpicesYou can buy
mixed pickling spices at any supermarket, but you may prefer to mix your own to suit your tastes.
Here’s an example:One 4-inch cinnamon stick, broken into small pieces6 Mediterranean bay
leaves, torn into small pieces6 small dried hot peppers, such as japonés or de árbol, cut into
small pieces1 tablespoon whole black peppercorns1 tablespoon whole yellow mustard seeds1
teaspoon whole fennel seeds2 teaspoons whole allspice berries1 teaspoon whole cloves2
teaspoons whole coriander seeds1/2 teaspoon blade (unground) mace or grated nutmeg1
tablespoon dill seedsCombine all of the ingredients in a small jar. Mix thoroughly before
measuring. If the spices are fresh to start and you keep the jar tightly capped in a cool, dark
place, the mixture should keep well for at least 1 year.Makes about 1/2 cupSpicy UmbrellasThe
umbelliferous—that is, umbrella-shaped—seed heads of cumin, fennel, celery, and anise as well
as dill make pretty and tasty additions to pickle jars.If you grow hot peppers in your garden, you
may prefer to use them fresh in your pickles. You can slit, halve, or slice jalapeños, serranos, de
árbols, or other small hot peppers before adding them to your pickles. Be careful, though,
because they may be much hotter than dried peppers.You may have learned to ignore the



frequent warnings in cookbooks to wear rubber gloves when handling hot peppers. Some
people get rashes from working with peppers, but most of us can chop a chile or two with
impunity. Don’t think you can dispense with gloves, though, if you’re making a gallon of salsa or
slicing two quarts of jalapeños. If you use your bare hands, they may burn for a day or two (or
longer—a friend of mine put ice packs on her hands for three days after pickling sliced
jalapeños). The burning sensation may not bother you much—unless you touch your eyes. If you
wear contact lenses, avoid handling them for at least eight hours after chopping even a few hot
peppers.Fresh ginger is almost universally available in supermarkets, so I use it liberally. When I
call for a “thin slice” of ginger, I mean one about the thickness and diameter of a quarter. If the
section you’re cutting is wider or narrower, adjust the amount accordingly. In the store, look for
plump gingerroots without a trace of mold.Horseradish is a perennial plant in the mustard family
grown for its pungent-tasting root. Pieces of the root are only very occasionally sold in
supermarkets, so if you like horseradish it makes sense to grow your own. (Many mail-order
seed companies sell small root pieces for planting.) For pickling, wash and scrape or peel the
root, and slice, chop, or grate it. You can store horseradish in the freezer, scraped clean and
wrapped in airtight plastic or foil. I recommend against buying commercially prepared
horseradish, which is typically laden with adulterants. If you can’t get fresh horseradish, or find
you don’t like it, you can leave it out of any pickle recipe.Garlic, to some people, is what makes a
kosher pickle kosher, but since garlic is now so widely used in pickling and American cooking
generally, we should probably leave kosher to its older, religious meaning. Anyway, make sure
your garlic is fresh; it shouldn’t be shriveled or sprouting or have brown spots. Leave it whole or
slice or chop it. Smaller pieces will spread their flavor faster, but garlic never wastes much time
in making its presence known.Pickled garlic occasionally turns blue or green. This color change
has no effect on the flavor or safety of the pickle (see here).Firming AgentsLime used in pickling
is calcium oxide, also called slaked lime. The calcium in pickling lime is absorbed into the tissue
of a vegetable or fruit, where it combines with pectin to form calcium pectate. This makes the
pickles—usually cucumber, melon, or green tomato—firm and crisp. Southerners, especially,
have long loved “lime pickles.” Provided it is food-grade (don’t buy it at a lumberyard), lime is a
harmless food additive, but it can raise the pH of a pickle just as it can that of your soil. So, after
vegetables and fruits are soaked in a mixture of about 1 cup pickling lime to 1 gallon water, they
should be soaked three times in fresh water for an hour at a time and rinsed well after each
soaking. Even when you follow this rule, the pH of your pickle may be slightly increased, so use
lime only in recipes that call for it. And avoid breathing the dust.Pickling lime is no longer sold
under the Ball or Kerr label, but Mrs. Wages packages it. Look for pickling lime in a farm-supply
store, or order it from Internet sources.Calcium chloride, a popular additive in commercially
canned foods, has been intermittently available to home food preservers. It may now be here to
stay in the guise of Pickle Crisp, a granular form marketed under the Ball label. Calcium chloride
is much easier to use than lime: You simply add a rounded 1/8 teaspoon to each filled pint jar, or
a rounded 1/4 teaspoon to each quart jar, before processing your jars. The firming effect of



calcium chloride is more subtle, I’ve found, than that of lime; Pickle Crisp will make cucumber
slices firmer but not brittle.Although Ball recommends Pickle Crisp only for vinegar pickles,
commercial picklers use calcium chloride in fermented cucumber pickles as well, not just to
keep pickles crisper but also to reduce the quantities of sodium chloride used in brining and
thereby reduce the salty wastes that can pollute our waterways. I have so far added calcium
chloride to pickle brine only once, and because I prepared no control crock I can’t draw any firm
conclusion from the results. Adding 1 1/2 tablespoons Pickle Crisp per 1 gallon of water,
however, did seem to firm the cucumbers a bit, and the strangely harsh taste of Pickle Crisp
wasn’t noticeable to my tasters. If I’m interpreting the studies correctly, just 1/4 teaspoon Pickle
Crisp per gallon may be effective in keeping fermented cucumbers firmer (Buescher, Hudson,
and Adams, 1979; Fleming, McFeeters, and Thompson, 1987; McFeeters, Balbuena, and
Fleming, 1995).Pickle Crisp is available in some supermarkets and farm-supply stores but may
be easier to find on the Internet.Alum is the common name for several aluminum compounds,
one of which, aluminum sulfate, was a popular pickle ingredient in homes as well as commercial
pickling plants in the 1950s and 1960s. Many people still swear that alum makes pickles crisp
and crunchy, and it seemed to work for me the one time I tried it. Alum went out of favor,
however, when people began to worry about the health effects of aluminum in the diet. About the
same time, a scientific study found that alum didn’t firm pickles at all but actually made them
softer (Etchells, Bell, and Turney, 1972). Adding a little alum to your pickles probably won’t hurt,
provided you like the astringent, sour taste of the chemical (alum has approximately the same
acidity as acetic acid). As my husband (with a grimace) described my alum-treated fresh dills,
“They taste like store-bought.”Alum is sometimes sold in spice sections of supermarkets; you
can also buy it at a pharmacy. I suggest using no more than 1/8 teaspoon per quart.Horseradish
is not only a traditional pickle flavoring; it’s also said to be a firming agent. From my limited trials,
I suspect that horseradish may help prevent the softening of fermenting pickles by inhibiting
yeast growth. The fresh pickles I made with horseradish, however, were noticeably softer than
those I made with grape leaves. Unfortunately, it seems that no scientist has done a proper study
of horseradish in pickling. So I suggest using abundant amounts of grated or chopped
horseradish with fermenting cucumbers to see what happens (let me know!), but none at all with
fresh pickles unless you happen to like the mustardy flavor.Leaves high in tannins are also used
as firming agents; the tannins inhibit enzymes that soften pickles. Grape leaves are most
popular, and in my experience they do seem to have a slight firming effect on both fermented
and fresh cucumber pickles; they are also said to make pickles greener. Leaves of the
muscadine grape, native to the southeastern United States, have been shown especially
effective in firming pickles (Porter et al., 1961). Eastern European picklers like to use a variety of
leaves in their fermented pickles, sometimes all at once. They recommend oak and sour cherry
(Prunus cerasus, that is—avoid the toxic P. serotina), and one Polish author claims that peach
leaves work as well as sour cherry leaves. Although I neglected to include oak or peach leaves in
my fresh-pickle study, I found that sour cherry leaves seemed to firm pickles at least as well as



grape leaves did. Scientific studies in the early 1960s, however, found peach and plum leaves
only mildly inhibitory of softening enzymes and sour cherry leaves not inhibitory at all (Bell et al.,
1962). The plants whose leaves were most effective at inhibiting softening enzymes, the
scientists found, were muscadine grape, American persimmon, flowering dogwood, American
raspberry, and sericea (a legume planted in pastures in southeastern states and considered a
noxious weed elsewhere). For some reason the scientists did not test oak leaves.To use leaves
in pickling, rinse them first, and then put a few into each jar of fresh pickles. If you’re fermenting
pickles in a crock, scatter or layer the leaves with the other ingredients, or put handfuls of leaves
at the bottom and top of the crock.People occasionally ask me, to my consternation, where they
can buy grape leaves, cherry leaves, or oak leaves. To those uncomfortable with foraging, I
recommend simply leaving the leaves out. If you’re determined to add tannin in some form to
your pickles, however, you might try tea leaves (see Robert’s Tea Pickles) or experiment with the
tannin mixtures sold by wine-making suppliers.Weighing ProduceYou can use a food-grade
plastic bucket in place of a pickle crock, mayonnaise jars in place of canning jars, a knife in
place of a kraut board. But I hope you won’t try to do a lot of pickling or other preserving without
a kitchen scale. Fruits and vegetables of a given kind—whether cucumbers, cabbages, or corn
ears—tend to come in various sizes, so measuring them by either number or volume usually just
isn’t accurate enough. I therefore often call for produce by weight. If you buy your fruits and
vegetables, of course, you can weigh them at the market before you bring them home. But
having your own scale will make your preserving much easier—and perhaps even more
successful.Bowls and PotsBecause salt and vinegar react with most metals—sometimes with
toxic results—the recipes in this book frequently call for nonreactive bowls, pots, and pans.
Bowls used in pickling can be stainless steel, glass, ceramic, or food-grade plastic; pots and
pans can be stainless steel, heatproof glass, or hard-anodized aluminum. Aluminum, copper, or
tin pans or bowls are not safe to use unless they are lined with stainless steel (although people
used to use copper to brighten the green color of cucumber pickles). Even enameled metal
containers can be risky to use, since fine cracks and chips in the enamel could allow the metal
to react with the acid in the pickling brine. Plastic can be toxic, too, if it’s not intended for culinary
use.Canning Your PicklesMany pickles can be vacuum-sealed in hot mason jars—that is,
“canned”—for longer keeping outside of the refrigerator. This includes cucumbers fermented in a
medium-to-strong brine, sauerkraut, most of the fresh pickles in Chapter 3, and almost all of the
relishes in Chapter 9. (Canning is unnecessary for pantry storage of cornichons à cru and
similar, very sour pickles.) Whenever a pickle is suitable for canning, I call for mason jars, in
specific sizes, and two-piece caps, although you can dispense with these things if you’d rather
store your pickles in the refrigerator.If you’ve never canned food yourself or watched family
members do it, the whole idea may intimidate you. Canning, after all, involves special equipment
and a lot of heat and steam. Mason jars and lids, and the techniques for using them, have
changed over time, as have the governmental guidelines that are meant to ensure that home-
canned food is safe to eat. For these reasons, instructions from cookbooks, Mom, the neighbor,



the canning-jar company, and the extension agent may conflict. But canning your pickles is a
sensible thing to do if you’re making a lot and don’t have multiple refrigerators, or if you’d like to
give some jars to friends or relatives. When you understand the canning process, it is generally
simple, quick, and safe.Canning is a way of preserving food by sealing it hot in airtight
containers, or by heating the containers after they’re filled with food. Heat raises the vapor
pressure of the liquid inside the canning jar or mason jar. As the vapor pressure rises, air is
forced out of the jar. As the jar and its contents cool, a vacuum forms as the vapor pressure
drops, and the softened adhesive on the rim of the lid creates an airtight seal.Although a
vacuum seal prevents oxidation and the growth of microorganisms such as mold, the anaerobic
environment in the jar can enable growth of the scariest food-borne pathogen, Clostridium
botulinum, if the food is low in acid and the jar is heated too briefly or at too low a temperature.
This is why you must use a pressure canner to put up such non-acidic foods as beets or beans
without vinegar. But canning pickles is inherently much less risky. C. botulinum can’t grow in high-
acid foods; it needs a pH of over 4.6 to reproduce. You don’t need a pressure canner to put up
pickles.You do need a big kettle of some kind, though, for boiling-water processing or low-
temperature pasteurization of your pickle jars. These heat treatments have two important
advantages: They tend to produce a very tight vacuum seal, and they kill molds, yeasts, and
bacteria that can grow in lower-acid pickles, particularly if the jars aren’t well sealed. They help
you avoid ever having to throw out pickles that have gone bad.Many people hesitate to subject
their pickles to a lot of heat for fear it will ruin the texture of the pickled foods. A boiling-water
bath can definitely soften cucumbers and some other vegetables. For this reason a scientist at
the University of California developed the low-temperature pasteurization method for home
picklers. By this method you don’t boil your jars; you just immerse them in 180° to 185°F (82° to
85°C) water for 30 minutes. The recipe instructions indicate when this method can be used.If
your mother or grandmother always canned pickles without a boiling-water or hot-water bath,
you may wonder if you can safely do the same. By the now-maligned “open-kettle” method, you
boil the jars and the food you’ll fill them with (the kettle isn’t necessarily open during these
processes, but the jars are), but you don’t boil the filled jars. Many people still make fresh pickles
by stuffing sterilized jars with raw cucumbers, pouring a hot vinegar mixture over, adding a hot
lid and a ring, and letting the jars seal without a boiling-water bath. But sometimes the lids fail to
seal, or they come loose after the jar has been put away in the pantry. Air left in the jars can
cause pickles at the top to soften or discolor. Mold can even grow in the jar, if a spore happened
to float in before the lid was placed on top. A boiling-water bath or low-temperature
pasteurization produces better seals, removes more air from the jar, and prevents mold growth.
Because the processing instructions are abbreviated in the recipes, please read the following
sections carefully for a thorough explanation of water-bath processing and low-temperature
pasteurization.Basic equipment for canning includes mason jars, which come in half-cup (4-
ounce), half-pint (8-ounce), one-and-a-half-cup (12-ounce), pint (16-ounce), quart (32-ounce),
and half-gallon (64-ounce) sizes. Pint and quart mason jars are available in two mouth sizes:



regular and wide.Mason jars can be used over and over for years; some of mine are older than I
am. Before each use, though, you should check the glass for cracks and the rims for nicks. Even
a tiny nick could prevent a good seal.In place of mason jars you can use other glass jars, such
as ones that held commercial mayonnaise, provided that the mouths fit the two-piece mason-jar
caps. If you use such jars, though, expect more failed seals and occasional jar breakage, since
these jars have narrower rims and are less tempered. New mason jars come with two-piece
caps. When you reuse the jars, you can also reuse the metal rings if they’re not too rusty, but the
flat lids are meant for one-time use only. (You can use old lids—and jars with nicks in the rim—for
storing dry foods. To avoid damaging the lid the first time you open a jar, push it up gently with
the blade of a table knife.)Ball and Kerr canning lids and rings are made by the same company,
Jarden, in exactly the same way, so buy whichever is cheaper. The Canadian label Bernardin is
now also under the same ownership and is selling essentially the same products.There are a
few alternatives to Jarden products. Sturdy Quattro Stagioni one-piece lids, from Italy, fit Ball and
Kerr jars as well as the Italian jars they are made for, and they form an extraordinarily strong seal.
But they are also quite expensive in the United States. American-made Tattler lids come in two
parts, a rubber gasket good for several uses and a hard plastic lid that lasts practically forever.
These parts are held in place during processing by a Ball or Kerr metal ring. German-made
Weck jars come with rubber gaskets much like the Tattler gaskets, and stainless-steel metal
clamps that hold down the glass lids during processing. The rubber gaskets shouldn’t be
reused, according to the manufacturer, but you may find that, like Tattler rings, they last well
through multiple uses (you know a gasket is good when you take the clamps off the cooled jar
and the lid stays on). If you choose to use any of these products, be sure to follow the
manufacturer’s instructions. If you use Weck or other European jars, make sure they are
approximately the same size as those called for in the recipes; if they are larger, you may need to
increase the processing time slightly.Boiling-water processing and low-temperature
pasteurization require a large kettle with a rack at the bottom to protect the jars from overheating
and breaking. Most cooks use an inexpensive enameled metal kettle made for the purpose, with
a jar rack that you can raise or lower while the kettle is full of water. Many of these kettles,
though, aren’t quite tall enough for quart jars, and the racks quickly rust.In fact, you can use any
large kettle for boiling-water processing. Internet sources sell stainless-steel racks that won’t rust
and may fit well into your stainless-steel stockpot. A pressure-canner rack or even a cake rack
may fit well in your stockpot, although if the rack has no handles you must remove your jars one
at a time. I often give jars a boiling-water bath in my pressure canner without screwing on the lid
all the way. For large batches of quart jars, I sometimes use a tamale steamer, an inexpensive,
extra-tall aluminum pot that heats up quickly and never boils over. Because the rack that came
with the steamer sits high in the pot, I take out that rack and set a smaller one at the base of the
pot. Many people use steam canners instead of boiling-water canners. Steam canners save
water, energy, and time, and they don’t boil over. But neither the USDA nor anyone else has
determined minimum processing times for foods canned with steam. The USDA claims that the



steamers tend to have cold spots and that food in the jars generally doesn’t get as hot as it
would in a boiling-water bath. For these reasons, I can’t recommend steam canners.Very helpful
tools for canning include a jar lifter, a special kind of tongs for lifting hot jars safely; a stainless-
steel or plastic canning funnel, which just fits into the mouth of a canning jar; and a narrow
plastic spatula, disposable plastic knife, or Japanese (pointed) wooden or plastic chopstick, for
releasing air bubbles in a filled jar. Canning tools are available from many department stores and
supermarkets as well as farm-supply stores and Internet sources.Boiling-Water ProcessingTo
process jars in a boiling-water bath, you first fill the canner about halfway with water and begin
heating it. Heat some more water in a teakettle, in case the water in the canner doesn’t cover the
jars adequately. Have ready clean, preferably hot jars. You might wash the jars in the dishwasher
and leave them there until you’re ready to use them, or you might keep them hot in the canner
and then drain them—give them a good shake—when you’re ready to fill them. (If the jars are
going to be processed for less than 10 minutes, immerse them in boiling water for 10 minutes
before filling them.) Wash the flat lids with hot, soapy water; you don’t need to soak or boil
them.Fill each jar with cold vegetables or fruit, and pour hot liquid over them (this is the “raw
pack” method), or fill the jar with pickles and liquid that have been heated together (the “hot
pack” method). For some pickles, such as sauerkraut, you can pack both the vegetables and the
liquid cold (you might call this the “cold pack” method). Don’t overpack the jars with pickles; their
contents should be at least 35-percent liquid to maintain the proper acidity. Leave the specified
headspace—that is, the unfilled space at the top of the jar. Headspace of 1/4 to 1/2 inch allows
for the expansion of food as the jars are heated and the formation of a vacuum as the jars
cool.After filling the jar, release air bubbles by inserting a narrow plastic spatula or similar tool
between the pickles and the inner surface of the jar. Move the tool up and down while slowly
turning the jar. Add more liquid if the level drops in this process, and then wipe the rim with a
clean, damp cloth or paper towel. Place the flat lid gasket-down on the jar. Screw on the metal
ring firmly, but not as tight as possible. Overtightening the ring could cause the lid to buckle or
the jar to break, or could prevent air from venting during processing, so the pickle wouldn’t keep
as long.When the water in the canner is hot—about 140°F (60°C) if you’ve raw-packed the jars
or about 180°F (82°C) if you’ve hot-packed them—load them into the canner. (If you drop cool
jars into boiling water, they are likely to break.) Add as much extra hot water as you need to
cover the jars by at least 1 inch. Bring the water to a boil over high heat and then reduce the
heat. Gently boil the jars for the specified length of time.Steps in Boiling-Water Canning1. Fill the
canner about halfway with water.2. Heat the water to about 140°F (60°C) for food packed cold,
or about 180°F (82°C) for food packed hot.3. Lower the jars into the canner, all together on the
canner rack or individually with a jar lifter. Add boiling water, if needed, so the water level is
about 1 inch above the jar tops.4. Bring the water to a vigorous boil and begin timing the
processing. Put the lid on the canner and lower the heat to maintain a gentle boil.5. When the
processing time is up, turn off the heat and remove the canner lid. Wait for about 5 minutes; this
delay will keep the jars from leaking or spurting when you take them out of the canner.6. Remove



the jars with a jar lifter. Set them to cool on a rack, towel, or hot pad.7. When the jars are
completely cool, remove the rings, if you prefer.Altitude Adjustments for Boiling-Water
ProcessingIf your altitude (in feet) is—Increase processing time by—1,001–3,0005
minutes3,001–6,00010 minutesOver 6,00015 minutesIf you’re canning at an elevation of over
1,000 feet, you should process your jars longer than the recipes specify. The higher your
elevation, the lower the temperature at which water boils. When the boiling temperature is lower,
the boiling time must be increased. The USDA publishes elaborate charts for figuring out
processing times according to altitude, but I find these confusing. Generally, 5 minutes’ time is
added for each higher altitude range, although occasionally you can skip a range before you
must add 5 minutes. Since this 5 minutes’ difference is trivial, I offer simpler guidelines in the
chart above.When the boiling time is up, remove the jars promptly. Lift them straight out of the
water (if you tilt the jars so the water on top runs off, sloshing liquid might break the vacuum seal
or keep it from forming). Set the hot jars at least 1 inch apart on a rack, towel, or hot pad (if you
set them directly on a tile or stone counter, they would probably crack). Leave the jars
undisturbed until they’re completely cool. As they cool, you may hear a “ping” as each vacuum
seal forms, pulling the center of the metal lid downward.When the jars are cool, test that the lids
have sealed well by pressing in the center with a finger. If the center stays down, the seal is
good. If the center pops up, store the jar in the refrigerator, or reprocess the jar after making sure
the rim is clean and free of nicks and adding a new lid. A second processing should be done
within 24 hours of the first, for the same amount of time.If you like, you can remove the metal
rings from the cooled jars. Most experienced preservers wash their rings after using them, dry
them well, and store them in a dry place. This way the rings can be used over and over, although
they probably won’t last as long as the jars do. If left on the jars instead, rings usually rust
faster.For full flavor in your canned pickles, store them for three weeks or longer before eating
them.Low-Temperature PasteurizationThis method is recommended for fresh and fermented
cucumber pickles, which tend to soften at high temperatures. By the low-temperature
pasteurization method, you pack the vegetables and liquid into hot jars, seal the jars with hot
lids, and place the jars in a canner filled halfway with water heated to 120° to 140°F (49° to
60°C). Add hot water to cover the jars by at least 1 inch, and heat the water to 180° to 185°F (82°
to 85°C). Hold that temperature for 30 minutes. (You may notice that the water starts to whisper
at about 165°F, or 74°C; it whispers louder at 180°F, or 82°C.) Still, you should use an accurate
thermometer to ascertain the temperature. You can calibrate your thermometer by immersing its
tip or bulb in boiling water. If your altitude is near sea level, water boils at 212°F, or 100°C.)
Check the temperature often and make only small adjustments in the heat level, because if the
water gets hotter than 185°F (85°C), the cucumbers may soften.Low-temperature pasteurization
is easiest with an electric canner, with which you can set the heat level and hold it. Ball’s electric
canner, unfortunately, has settings from “low” to “high” to “canning” instead of temperature
settings, so you must use a thermometer to determine the right setting. Weck’s electric canner,
made in Germany, has true temperature settings but isn’t normally sold in the United States,



though Weckonline () will ship overseas. A similar machine, made by Fowlers, is available in
Australia at . The top Weck and Fowlers models have valves near the base, so you can
pasteurize unjarred liquids (such as milk) and then run them into containers without ladling or
pouring.Storing PicklesIf you’re not canning your pickles, you can store them in any sort of glass
jar. Do be sure, though, that the lids to your jars are nonreactive. Mason jar lids, even if they’re
used, fit this definition when their undersides aren’t nicked or scratched. The metal rings and
outer edges of the rims can rust, however, and the rust can spread to the inside of the jars. This
is particularly likely to happen in pickles made with full-strength vinegar, such as cornichons à
cru, especially if you fill the jar to the rim with vinegar (the best way to ensure that the vegetables
stay immersed). Rusting can occur even with refrigerator pickles if the jars are placed, or fall,
onto their sides, or if they’re stored for a long time.For all non-canned pickles, therefore, I like to
use all-plastic lids. In both regular and wide-mouth sizes, they are available in many
supermarkets, department stores, and farm-supply stores. When I can’t find a plastic lid in the
cupboard, I reuse a two-piece metal cap in good condition, but I line it with two layers of plastic
wrap.Pickle brine is not an embalming fluid; don’t expect pickles left in a shed for several years
to be fit to eat. Although canned pickles and cornichon-type pickles often keep well for over a
year, you should try to use them within six months. Pickled cucumbers, especially, are likely to
soften with longer storage. Lower-acid pickles designed for refrigerator storage will stay firm and
appealing for a shorter period, about two months. (Some pickles should be eaten immediately,
or within a week or two, but the recipes will alert you to this.) If, however, your pickling liquid
contains at least one part vinegar for each part water, the pickles should keep in the refrigerator
for much longer—perhaps a year or more if the jar is tightly closed with a nonreactive cap and
the liquid completely covers the vegetables or fruit. Pickles fermented in a medium-strength
brine and refrigerated in their original containers will keep well for as long as six months, if any
scum or mold is promptly removed. When I’ve strained and boiled the brine and refrigerated
fermented pickles in clean jars, I’ve had them keep well for over a year. Generally, though, after
the first several weeks pickles don’t get better with age, so enjoy them while they’re still young.
Throw out any pickles that have become furry, slimy, or foul-tasting, no matter how they have
been stored.Caps That Will Never RustAll-plastic mason jar caps are useful even if you can your
pickles. If all the pickles in a jar aren’t eaten at once, you can replace the metal lid with a plastic
cap for refrigerator storage. Plastic caps are much handier than separate lids and rings, which
tend to lose each other in the kitchen and rust if refrigerated for too long. When you give canned
pickles as gifts, you can fit a plastic cap over the flat metal lid, so that after the lid is removed the
plastic cap can replace it. Note that these plastic caps lack any gasket and so may leak liquid if
the jar is tipped.Fermented pickles are usually cured at room temperature or thereabouts, and
so are Middle Eastern vinegar pickles. After their curing, though, all pickles that needn’t be
refrigerated should be stored in a cool, dry, dark place. Although I refer throughout the book to
“pantry storage,” if your pantry is a cupboard near the kitchen stove or open shelves in front of a
window, this is not the best place to store your pickles. A dry cellar is ideal; second best is an



unheated room where the pickles are protected from light.Industrial Pickling, American-StyleIn
the United States, the cucumber-pickling industry developed as a way to preserve a short-
season crop for year-round distribution. Until the 1940s, pickle factories brined all their
cucumbers, in big, open tanks, often wooden ones discarded by distillers and brewers. Sunshine
kept away yeast and mold; when rain diluted the brine, salt was added.Usually the brine strength
was moderate, 5 to 8 percent, until the cucumbers fully fermented. Those brined at only 4 to 5
percent were immediately edible; they were “genuine dills.” Only a very small proportion of
cucumbers, however, were sold this way. For the others, the brine strength was increased to 10
to 16 percent. The pickles were now “salt stock”; they could be held at this stage for months. As
the cucumbers were needed, they were soaked in plain water to reduce their saltiness and then
flavored and packaged, usually with vinegar.In the 1940s came the advent of pickle
pasteurization, both for industry and for householders. Now some cucumbers went straight into
jars, acidified solely with vinegar. Pasteurized pickles, however, have never kept as well as
fermented ones—or tasted the same—so brining continued. In 1990, U.S. pickle factories still
brined 40 percent of their pickles.In recent decades, the USDA has helped the pickle industry
innovate. Now some factories use anaerobic tanks with stirred brine, controlled fermentation
with starter cultures, calcium chloride to reduce sodium-chloride waste and to protect against
softening, and bubbling nitrogen to “purge” carbon dioxide and prevent “bloaters.” Scientists are
even developing methods to incorporate probiotic cultures into cucumber pickles.
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Hazel Philbrook, “My go-to pickling book. An old paperback edition of this book got me started
with pickling and fermenting foods and has been my go to start for years. I bought the Kindle
edition. It has my favorite recipes and it looks like a few new one. It’s a great book. Lots of variety
in the recipes. For the home gardener you can find a recipe using something you have rather
than buying studs for the recipe. She gives good ideas for safe substitutions. The one limitation
is many of the recipes are for larger batches. I find them very easy to halve. For fermented items
this is easy but she does explain vegetable to brine ratios for fresh pickles and fives warnings
when to be careful.”

Benjamin D. Man, “Good book, tasty recipes. Already made some of the fermented pickles.. A
sciencey book on pickling, including fermented pickles, what I really wanted. Written for
schmucks like me, yet with enough scientific explanation to inform anyone familiar with
fermenting things on how to do this properly.  The east coast fermented pickles turned out great.”

Marilee Gilman, “Great resource. This is a wonderful book. I lent my 1st edition to somebody and
could not remember who so when pickle season came around I felt the need for my favorite
pickling book. There are quite a few more recipes in this edition. Definitely a comfort to have this
amazing resource at my disposal.”

E. Carlson, “Great recipes for gardeners. Love this book. Really great recipes for pickling things
other than just cucumbers. The fermented eggplants are amazing. I love all the recipes from
different cuisines and cultures (human and microbiotic! :) ) I made the full sour pickled
cucumbers last year (a natural ferment) and they were hands down the best pickles I have ever
eaten.”

Jeanne H, “Very Helpful!. I've only tried one recipe from this book - the apfelkraut - and it's
delicious! This book gives very good instructions for all sorts of recipes. I plan on doing the Full
Sour pickles, very soon.”

A Ives, “A must. Omg this is just what I wanted! Great range of recipes and with it being
American it’s really opened up my repertoire of pickles and ingredients beyond the average.”

kevin challoner, “Pickling heaven. At CNN last a book that tells you how it should be done the
best way. I’m turning into the pickle master...”

Mrs. B, “Five Stars. good item”

Fenrisulf, “Five Stars. great”



Luca Barbiero, “Interessante ma paga l’assenza di immagini. Un buon libro per chi ama i pickles
e il mondo dei fermentati. Peccato che l’assenza di foto penalizzi un pò la godibilitá del tutto. Su
un cosi grande numero di ricette qualche immagine aiuterebbe a decidere su cosa orientarsi”

The book by Linda Ziedrich has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 231 people have provided feedback.
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